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Introduction 
 
I remember the first time I did a personality profile test. I was surprised at how 

accurate the results were. It was as if this test knew me. It described how I felt, how I 

interacted with other people and how I existed in the world. 

 

I also loved how positive the profile portrayed was. My introverted-ness meant that I 

was sensitive and could see things in life that other people didn’t see. I liked that, 

perhaps because I felt it was true, but also because it showed me that what I 

considered a liability at times (being the quiet type), was actually a strength in other 

areas. 

 

It’s with this same objective we put together this Personality Profiler for you. I wanted 

you to experience the insight you gain from completing a personality test, to help you 

understand better what kind of person you are. We also wanted to take things to 

another level, and help you interpret your test results and apply them to the roles and 

jobs you will run into as you build your blog and online business. 

 

This personalized report you are now reading is the result of an idea I had when I 

first put together the Blog Money Finder training. My team of Laura as project 

manager, and Neroli as personality profiling expert, compiled 16 reports, one for 

each of the possible personality profile results from the Myers-Briggs test (a huge 

thanks to these ladies for their hard work!). 

 

Since you downloaded this particular report, you already know your test results. Now 

you can read on and learn what natural strengths you possess and challenges you 

will face when you build your business. 

 

I hope as a result of this process you will gain insights that will help you achieve your 

business goals. 

 

Good luck! 

Yaro Starak (INTP) 

EJInsider.com  

http://www.ejinsider.com/
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About Personality Profiling 
 
The four letter personality types have been based on Jung’s theory of psychological 

types. These are perhaps the most influential creation in personality typology and 

have inspired a number of different theories. The first was the Myers-Briggs 

questionnaire which was published by a mother-daughter team in 1962. This system 

has been continuously developed upon by numerous other researchers over the 

years, including approaches like the Keirsey Temperament Sorter, Linda Beren’s 

Interactions Styles and Socionics. 

 

The four letter personality system originates from Carl Jung’s proposal that there 

were four key functions that generate awareness in people:  

 

 Two perceiving functions: Sensing and Intuition 

 Two judging functions: Thinking and Feeling 

 

The two perceiving functions of sensing and intuition represent the method in which 

a person perceives information. Sensing means the person generally believes 

information they receive from the external world. Intuition means a person generally 

believes information they receive from their internal or imaginary world. 

The two judging functions, thinking and feeling, represent how someone processes 

information. Thinking means that this personality generally makes decisions based 

purely on logic. Feeling means this personality generally makes decisions based on 

emotion, what they feel is right or good etc. 

 

Jung also proposed that these functions are mixed with two key types of attitude: 

extraversion and introversion. Jung theorized that people fall into one of these two 

categories, either focusing on the internal world (Introvert) or the outside world 

(Extravert). Introverted individuals prefer solitary activities and feel drained by social 

interactions, whilst extraverted personalities prefer group activities and feel 

energized by social interactions.  
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When these four functions for generating awareness were combined with the two 

types of attitudes (extraversion and introversion) in every possible formation, the 

result is eight different psychological types: 

  

Myers-Briggs added to these eight types by making the distinction that people also 

have a preference for using a judging function (thinking or feeling) or a perceiving 

function (sensing or intuition) when they take in information from the external world.  

The judging or perceiving function relates to how someone implements and acts on 

the information they have processed. A preference for judging (thinking or feeling) 

means that this personality prefers to organize their life into sequential events and 

generally makes plans and sticks to them. A preference for perceiving (sensing or 

intuition) means this personality prefers to improvise and keep their options open, 

rarely making concrete plans or sticking to them.  

 

It is the distinction from Myers-Briggs that people prescribe to either a judging or 

perceiving function that adds another dimension to Jung’s initial types. The 

combination of all these personality traits creates 16 types in total: 

 

ESTP: Extraverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving 

ISTP:  Introverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving 

ENTP:  Extraverted Intuition Thinking Perceiving 

INTP:  Introverted Intuition Thinking Perceiving 

ENTJ:  Extroverted Intuition Thinking Judging  

INTJ:  Introverted Intuition Thinking Judging 

ESFP:  Extroverted Sensing Feeling Perceiving 

ISFP:  Introverted Sensing Feeling Perceiving 

ESFJ:  Extroverted Sensing Feeling Judging 

ISFJ:  Introverted Sensing Feeling Judging 

ESTJ:  Extroverted Sensing Thinking Judging 

ISTJ:  Introverted Sensing Thinking Judging 
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ENFP:  Extroverted Intuition Feeling Perceiving 

INFP:  Introverted Intuition Feeling Perceiving 

ENFJ:  Extroverted Intuition Feeling Judging 

INFJ:  Introverted Intuition Feeling Judging 

 

According to the Myers-Briggs model, the first letter of a type determines the overall 

attitude of the personality type. The first letter of all the types is either “E” or “I” for 

Extraverted or Introverted. Extraverts are predominantly focused on the outside 

world and Introverts are predominantly focused on their internal world. This is 

essentially how this person will show up and relate to life.  

 

The last letter of all the types is either a “J” or a “P”. J at the end of the personality 

type means that one of the Judging functions (Thinking or Feeling) is dominant. P at 

the end of the personality type means that one of the Perceiving functions (Intuition 

or Sensing) is dominant. The Judging or Perceiving function relates to how someone 

implements and acts on the information they have processed. 

 

An ENTJ shows us that the “E” - extraverted function is the dominant attitude and the 

personality type is focused largely on the external world. The last letter, “J” - signifies 

that the judging function related to “T” – thinking – is predominantly how this 

personality will respond to stimulus from their connections with others and their 

environment. 

 

Another example is an INFP. The “I” shows us that the introverted function is the 

dominant attitude and this personality is focused mainly on their internal world. The 

last letter “P” shows us that the perceiving function related to “N” – intuition – is 

predominantly how this personality will respond to stimulus from their environment 

and interactions with other people. 

 

It’s important to note that the qualities asserted in these four letter types are just 

indicators and tendencies for personalities. They indicate how a specific personality 

type is likely to respond to situations and other people. These can and do change 

and they are not definitive guidelines or answers. 
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Identifying Your Personality Type 
 

There are a number of different websites and companies which offer free and paid 

tests to help you determine your four letter personality type. Each one uses slightly 

different theories and methodology to assess a person’s type and will interpret the 

results differently. Don’t be afraid to try a few different tests to compare your results. 

 

Free Tests 

 

 16 Personalities 

 Socionics 

 Humanmetrics Jung Typology Test TM 

 John’s Personality Test 

 123 Test’s Jung Personality Test 

 Truity’s Typefinder Personality Test 

 Similar Minds Jung Test 

 Personality Pathways 

 

Paid Tests 

 
You can take the Myers Briggs assessment through MBTI Online. Alternatively, you 

can hire a consultant through the MBTI Referral Network who will work with you one-

on-one to uncover your type. 

http://www.16personalities.com/
http://www.socionics.com/advan/tests.html
http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp
http://www.25quiz.com/
https://www.123test.com/jung-personality-test/
http://www.truity.com/test/type-finder-personality-test
http://similarminds.com/jung.html
http://www.personalitypathways.com/type_inventory.html
https://www.mbtionline.com/TakeAssessment
http://www.mbtireferralnetwork.org/
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The Legal Section 
 

For the sake of clarity and brevity here are the three most important legal 

considerations regarding this book, in plain English: 

 

1. You can’t publish the content in this book unless I grant permission 

2. I don’t endorse nor am I affiliated with any companies or websites 

who conduct personality profile testing 

3. I’m not responsible for anything that happens to you as a result of 

following the advice in this book. 

 

I don’t mind if you quote small sections, a paragraph or two, within your own writing, 

and appreciate a link back as credit if you feel appropriate.  

 

Here is the slightly more complicated way of saying the same thing: 

Copyright Notice 

 
Any unauthorized reproduction or transmission of any aspect of this book is 

prohibited. You may not resale, repackage or give away any part of this book by any 

means, electronic or mechanical, without permission from the author, Yaro Starak. 

This is NOT a free book and should not be freely distributed. You can only purchase 

this book from the websites www.entrepreneurs-journey.com or www.ejinsider.com. 

If you purchased or downloaded this book elsewhere please contact me 

immediately. 

Legal Notice 

 
This book is intended for general information purposes only and should not be 

interpreted as career, business, legal, financial, investment or lifestyle advice. The 

purchaser of this book assumes all responsibility for their outcomes as a result of 

following the suggestions and materials in this book. Yaro Starak and the Blog 

Mastermind Partnership assume no responsibility or liability for the actions of any 

reader of this book. 

 

http://www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/
http://www.ejinsider.com/
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The four-letter method of personality profiling has been developed and adapted by a 

number people and organisations over several decades. This report does not draw 

on one particular model or school of thought, but a combination of many. It is the 

reader’s responsibility to identify their own type. Yaro Starak and the Blog 

Mastermind Partnership do not endorse and are not affiliated with any of the 

companies or websites mentioned in this report who perform personality profile 

testing. 

 

The reader of this book understands personality type is only one indicator of aptitude 

and behavior, which can also be impacted by, amongst other things, an individual’s 

experience, education, environment and influences. The information in this report is 

designed as an overview of how a type is likely to respond in certain situations, 

understanding there are many variables and the information should not be 

considered a definitive guideline or solution. It is the reader’s responsibility to 

interpret the information as it feels relevant to them personally, their needs and their 

business. 

 

For more legal information, please read the full disclaimer on my website. 

http://www.entrepreneurs-journey.com/disclaimer/
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ISTP Overview 
People with the ISTP personality are enthusiastic and good natured. They are very 

curious about how things work and like to learn through practical, hands on 

experience. This type demands freedom above all else in their lives, which makes 

them a bit commitment phobic in most areas. Their personality type has a number of 

really crucial elements that make entrepreneurship work, but this is coupled with 

some attributes that can also sabotage them in many areas of life. 

 

An ISTP’s love of freedom means they like to set their own schedules, create their 

own working environments, and determine their own work responsibilities. People 

with this personality type are natural problem-solvers with a strong focus on finding 

practical solutions. They rarely get stressed out, they actually thrive on diversity and 

unpredictability and are skilled at handling crisis situations. All of these are classic 

entrepreneur traits. The dilemma ISTPs are faced with is their insatiable need for 

freedom and novelty, which means they struggle to focus and commit to one thing 

for a long time. The ISTP capacity or lack of it to do the follow through and 

completion on projects is the determining factor on whether they’ll be successful in 

entrepreneurship or not. 

 

Content Creation For ISTPs 

ISTPs are great at taking anything that interests them in adventurous new directions. 

They’re very creative and are naturally gifted at problem solving but with a specific 

focus on practicality. They’re very versatile in their skill set and can easily learn new 

skills if they’re interested so ISTPs can create content in any format they choose. 

Being introverted, presenting their ideas in front of a video camera will work for some 

but not all ISTPs. Creating content using audio recording or writing is a good option. 

Interviewing others or being interviewed is something ISTPs can do if they are really 

drawn to do so. People with this personality type are actually great listeners, but 

they’re not great with emotions or empathy which is particularly helpful qualities 

when it comes to communicating with others.  
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ISTPs will have no problem coming up with new and creative ideas for content and 

as long as they’re enjoying their work, researching and creating content will be easy 

for them. The struggle for ISTPs will be sticking with their topic over time when they 

get bored or find something else that grabs their interest. Because this personality 

type is very practical, they will bring this to the way they present their ideas so they 

will be very clear and precise with no unnecessary babble. ISTPs will be happy to 

teach others practical steps and strategy. They’re focused on finding out and sharing 

how tools can be used, and how facts can be put together to create immediate and 

satisfying results. Anytime things stray too far from practicality, ISTPs will lose 

interest. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Content Creation 

 

 You have the practical skills necessary to learn how to create content in 

any format you choose. Of all the content creation methods, being 

interviewed is probably going to be the format least suited to your personality 

as you prefer privacy to being overtly chatty and open about your life and 

work. You’re very good at problem solving so devising and sharing practical 

tools and solutions is something you can focus on to create content easily that 

will be of great value to others. 

 

 In the early stages of your blog, sticking with your topic is not going to 

be a problem as you’ll do anything you’re really interested in very well 

and with dedication for as long as it holds your interest. Over time, there 

is a likelihood that you will lose interest or find something else that interests 

you more and you may want to stop what you’re doing and move on. It’s a 

good idea to hire a very skilled business coach or mentor who you respect to 

work with you to keep you on track when this situation comes up. They will be 

able to help you find ways to maintain your interest in what you’re doing so it 

doesn’t become a drag and you can continue to find satisfaction and 

fulfillment from it. 
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Marketing For ISTPs 

ISTPs will not love being in the limelight or jumping on stage at a moment’s notice to 

promote themselves or their business. Marketing is something they will be able to do 

but it won’t come as easily or naturally to them as it will for more extroverted 

personalities. ISTPs will understand the value of marketing and will have no problem 

assessing the results of their various marketing strategies; they’ll just need to really 

push themselves out of their comfort zone to get themselves out there to do their 

marketing well.  

 

The good news is that this personality type understands that risk equals reward and 

they’re relaxed and self-confident in their abilities. They are results oriented so they’ll 

certainly do whatever it takes to generate great results. ISTPs have enough self-

assurance to handle asking people to buy their products and services and ask for 

exposure. They won’t love analytical tasks like split testing and keyword research but 

because they will be able to see the clear and definite results, this will be good 

motivation for them.  

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Marketing 

 

 Use your natural gift for problem solving and devising and sharing 

practical tools and solutions for problems in your marketing material. 

Show others how you can help them solve problems they have by providing 

very practical solutions. Your capacity to show how you can offer practical 

solutions will build a strong element of trust in you and your work as well as 

position you as an expert. 

 

 Pushing yourself to get on stage or be in the limelight is going to be 

your biggest challenge when it comes to marketing. You won’t need 

external motivation to do this like other types who need to hire a coach or 

mentor. Just focus on the results you want and make the connection to how 

doing these more extroverted marketing activities is integral in getting the 

results you want.  
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Hiring For ISTPs 

ISTPs enjoy having other people take an interest in their projects and sometimes 

don't even mind them getting into their space, so bringing people on board to help 

them isn’t going to be a big challenge for them. Being introverted, they don’t enjoy 

being overcrowded with people but can work alongside others as long as their sense 

of freedom and autonomy isn’t impinged on. ISTPs don’t need to do everything 

themselves so can delegate when necessary.  

 

Whilst they’re not naturally empathic or great at emotional connections, ISTPs are 

great listeners so they can get to the bottom of conflicts and provide good, practical 

solutions. When giving critical feedback, ISTPs will probably be far more blunt and 

insensitive in their delivery than most people would like, and they won’t be hesitant 

or feeble in sending someone on their way if they’re not performing as required. 

ISTPs won’t thoroughly enjoy the hiring process but because they see the value in it, 

they will take care of this aspect of their business adequately. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Hiring 

 

 As long as you can still feel like you’ve got as much space as you need 

to do what you like without restraints, getting other people involved in 

your projects is not an issue for you. The easiest way to ensure you 

maintain this sense of freedom is to create very clear boundaries for anyone 

who joins your team so they know what roles and tasks are specifically for 

them and what work you want to be left alone to do. Also provide clear 

boundaries around work spaces or times when you know you would prefer to 

be left alone to work solo on projects. This will ensure you don’t feel 

encumbered by having others involved with your work. 

 

 Be aware when you give critical feedback that it will seem perfectly ok to 

you but most personality types will find your communication style blunt 

and insensitive when it comes to criticism. If you find that having these 

conversations with staff is consistently creating conflict, seek out the help and 

guidance of an experienced coach or mentor to work through your 
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communication skills so you get better at delivering the information you need 

to in a way that doesn’t come across badly for the recipient. 

 

Work Environment For ISTPs 

ISTPs can work well with others in the right environment as long as it takes into 

consideration their introverted personality and private nature and ensures they can 

still retain a sense of freedom and autonomy in their work space. If ISTPs can create 

a work environment that has a friendly atmosphere and where the other staff 

members understand the ISTP personality well enough to roll with their quirks, things 

move along very well.  Creativity, practicality and a sense of humor are the 

cornerstones of a happy ISTP work environment.  

 

ISTPs can work in a purely virtual environment a lot better than most types but their 

need for hands-on, practical work needs to be addressed in order for this to work for 

them. If their online business and daily activities engages them in a hands-on, 

practical approach, things will go well. If not, ISTPs will quickly get frustrated, bored 

and lose interest. They don’t need external motivation to do their work and ISTPs do 

not work well when given any kind of restrictive structure to work with. They prefer to 

work in a freestyle mode that allows them to follow their ever shifting impulses. 

ISTPs will work well with a business partner if it’s someone who gets their unique 

personality and style of doing things and can bounce of this as well as being in sync 

with it as needed.   

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Work Environment  

 

 Your personality type can work well both alone and with others. The key 

things you require in your work environment are a sense of freedom and 

autonomy and being able to do hands-on work that engages your 

practical skills. As long as you ensure these elements are all included in any 

work environment you set up for yourself, you’re going to be productive and 

feel satisfied and fulfilled in your work. 
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 One of your primary challenges is staying interested in any singular line 

of work over a long period of time. One way you can address this is by 

ensuring your work environment encourages and stimulates creativity, 

practicality and a sense of humor as these three elements are crucial to 

keeping you interested and engaged in your work. 

 

Technology For ISTPs 

ISTPs will be able to develop a good understanding of the technical needs for their 

business and implement them as long as they can engage in it in a very practical 

manner. This means if they can learn something then put it to use and see the 

results quickly then they’ll be able to engage in technology easily. Just learning 

about a lot of technical aspects for business and not being able to put it to practical 

use is not going to work for ISTPs.  

 

Technology is not going to be a major stumbling block for this personality type but, 

as always, their challenge will be staying interested in it over time. If ISTPs can 

engage with technology in a way that stimulates their creativity and utilizes their 

practical problem solving skills, then they’ll be able to stay up to date with it and 

maintain an interest in the long term. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Technology 

 

 When choosing what technology is going to work best for your 

business, always look for the tools that you find are enjoyable to use 

from a practical handling sense, and which you can see generate results 

quickly and clearly. If your technical tools adhere to these principals, you’ll 

find them interesting to use and managing your tech will be something you’ll 

enjoy and get a sense of satisfaction from doing. 

 

 Novelty, creativity and humor are all fundamental components to 

anything that holds your interest over time. Finding technology that has a 

sense of humor is a stretch, but if the application, implementation and 

maintenance of  your tech tools can engage you with a sense of novelty and 
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creativity this will go a long way in keeping you interested and up to date with 

your technical knowledge and skills. 

 

Analytics For ISTPs 

Blog analytics is going to be a bit of a stretch for ISTP types. Doing the actual 

process of running split tests and doing keyword research is not going to be overly 

frustrating for them but they won’t relish these activities either. Analytical tasks 

border on being repetitive and boring for ISTPs; their saving grace is that these 

activities will generate fast results which can be applied for practical purposes 

immediately.  

 

ISTPs need their work tasks to be hands-on so sifting through analytical data is not 

going to be interesting to them. They will have to manage this on their own in the 

early stages of their business so it’s one of those tasks where focusing on getting the 

results they want will help maintain their motivation to do it. If they really struggle to 

get motivated to attend to this aspect of their business, finding a good friend or 

business colleague who can go through the analytics with them is one way of helping 

them get it done. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Analytics 

 

 Handling your blog analytics is not going to be something you will love 

doing or do easily in your business. The practical aspect of doing keyword 

research and spilt tests isn’t impossible for you, but due to the repetitive 

nature of these tasks you will be bored with them easily. Sifting through a lot 

of data and analyzing it to find out what’s working and what isn’t in your 

business is too removed from the creativity and practicality you crave in your 

work, so you’ll need to find creative and practical ways to get this work done. 

 

 One option is getting a good friend or business colleague you get on 

well with to work with you on this aspect of your business. Because it’s 

not something you’ll enjoy doing on your own, if you can find a way to make 

the work more interesting and entertaining, you will get it done. Having 
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someone you enjoy spending time with work with you on your blog analytics 

will bring another dimension of interest and entertainment to these tasks. It’s 

just a matter of finding the right kind of motivation you need to get the job 

done. 

 

Creativity For ISTPs 

ISTPs are very creative, but their imagination and creativity is channeled specifically 

into practical things. For this personality type, unique ideas come easily and they can 

shift gears to match their mindset to changing situations with little effort. ISTPs are 

very flexible and versatile types who thrive on diversity and unpredictability. Because 

of this, they work very well in crisis situations where other types would collapse 

under the stress.  

 

ISTPs can make money from their creativity by focusing on providing innovative and 

practical solutions to people’s problems. Writing, generating ideas, providing 

services and creating products are the mediums best suited to this personality type’s 

creativity. ISTPs can work alone or with others to access their creativity. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Creativity 

 

 Because you work best when you can channel your creativity into 

something that provides others with a practical solution to a problem, 

the best use of your time and energy is going to be creating content, 

making products or providing services that supply people with these 

solutions. 

 

 You work very well under pressure and because of this, your personality 

type will often create high pressure situations in your work environment 

to get that creative flow and buzz happening. This can be used to your 

advantage by offering a new product or service to your audience and pre-

selling it. In doing this, you create an irreversible situation where you need to 

create and deliver the results within a narrow timeframe and you’ve got no 

option but to do the work and get results. This type of crunch time 
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environment for creativity and productivity is highly stimulating and energizing 

for your personality type. 

 

Systems For ISTPs 

Creating automated systems is something ISTPs will experience a similar level of 

enjoyment and frustration with, like managing their blog technology. This is because 

they will be able to engage their creative and practical skills in building automated 

systems but they’ll also find it frustrating doing anything repetitive or routine. ISTPs 

won’t document their processes well because that’s not an interesting or creative 

activity for them. They will need to be helped with this or be pushed to do so by 

bringing a new person on board who will need to be given the resources for training 

purposes.  

 

ISTPs don’t get overwhelmed by anything so organizing everything is not a 

challenge for them. Their challenge will be staying interested enough to complete the 

work. Because they’ll have a good grasp on how technology works in their business 

and will be great at finding the most practical solution to managing systems, ISTPs 

will be able to see clearly how technology is used as a system to automate their 

processes. Their practical minds will also see how people make up a part of their 

business system. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Systems 

 

 Creating systems for your business is something you will enjoy doing 

providing you can do it without having to engage in too much repetition 

or routine tasks. Building systems will be easy for you but documenting the 

processes as you go is something you’ll need help with as you won’t do this 

naturally. 

 

 Outsource the work required to get your systems and processes 

documented.  Make an audio recording of yourself explaining each process 

that makes up your system. Pass this recording onto someone to transcribe 

for you. To find someone to transcribe the work, you can either post a job on 
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an outsourcing site or ask if there is anyone in your network who can connect 

you with an efficient and inexpensive transcription service.  

 

Networking For ISTPs 

ISTPs have a good sense of humor and get along well with people even though 

they’re introverts. They are still quite private and like to keep their personal lives to 

themselves. ISTPs can be considered insensitive because they have difficulty 

predicting emotions and being empathetic is not something that comes naturally to 

them. Because of this, they’re not great at understanding other personality types with 

great depth but their ability to connect through humor and being good listeners does 

help them navigate social and networking situations better than most introverted 

types.  

 

ISTPs won’t go out of their way to approach new people, preferring to allow others to 

come to them, drawn by an interest in whatever it is they’re doing creatively. This is 

also how ISTPs will prefer to market and promote themselves and their business, by 

letting their work do the talking for them. So they’ll build buzz and interest through 

what they do and what they produce more than just telling a flashy story about it. 

Being social and engaging in networking activities is something ISTPs will do but 

they will need to make sure they give themselves plenty of time to disengage and 

return to a more solitary space to renew their energy and interest for further 

networking.  

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Networking 

 

 The only thing you need to remember when networking is that your 

communication style is often considered blunt and insensitive by other 

personality types who operate from a much more emotional and 

empathetic framework. This doesn’t mean anyone expects you to 

dramatically alter your authentic expression, but keep in mind that your 

authentic expression can sometimes be taken the wrong way. Just having an 

awareness of this when you go into networking situations can be helpful so 
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you can observe how people react to your conversations and adjust things 

accordingly. 

 

 Because you’re such a unique character and you have such a dynamic 

creative ability, you will naturally draw people to you and your work 

through the sense of interest and fascination this generates. Sharing 

primarily about the creative work you are engaged in and how it helps people 

is a very secure way to handle your networking so that it’s effective and 

enjoyable for both you and others. 

 

Productivity For ISTPs 

ISTPs fluctuate between being excellent when it comes to productivity and failing at 

following through and completing their projects. ISTPs love doing anything that holds 

their interest but can easily get bored and find something new they want to begin 

before completing what they started. ISTPs can also be very impulsive when they hit 

upon a new idea and want to throw themselves into it, boots and all, without doing 

enough calculated research.  

 

When ISTPs operate like this, it impedes their productivity as they tend to make 

mistakes that could have been avoided if they’d been less impulsive and more 

deliberate.  ISTP’s creativity and productivity thrive on being put under pressure and 

they work brilliantly when put on the spot to come up with practical solutions. If they 

can find ways to create healthy pressure situations to inspire and motivate them, 

ISTPs have found their sweet spot for optimal productivity. ISTPs need freedom and 

autonomy to work well so they need to be able to make things up as they go along 

and don’t do well working within restrictive and predetermined structures. 

 

ISTP Checkpoints For Productivity 

 The best way for you to use your love of working under high pressure 

situations to your advantage is by offering a new product or service to 

your audience and pre-selling it. In doing this, you create an irreversible 

situation where you need to create and deliver the results within a narrow 

timeframe and you’ve got no option but to do the work and get results. 
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 In order to ensure you maintain your interest in your work in the long 

term, you need to ensure that the elements of novelty, creativity, humor 

and using practical skills are always a fundamental part of what you’re 

doing. If these things are in place, you have all the components necessary to 

hold your interest in your work over the long term. If any of these are missing 

from your work for any significant amount of time, you will start looking for 

something else to do which will bring you a sense of fascination, satisfaction 

and fulfillment.  

 
 

Other Personality Types 

 

Now that you have more insight into your personality type and how to approach your 

business, follow the links to learn about other personality types or read the profiles 

corresponding to your colleagues or friends: 

 

ESTP 

ISTP 

ENTP 

INTP 

ENTJ  

INTJ 

ESFP 

ISFP 

ESFJ 

ISFJ 

ESTJ 

ISTJ  

ENFP  

INFP  

ENFJ  

INFJ 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INTP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESFJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISFJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ESTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ISTJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INFP.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/ENFJ.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/blogmastermind/blog-money-finder/INFJ.pdf

